INTRODUCTION
In this paper we have developped an approximation method to solve the following class of 0-1 nonlinear programming problems as follows:
(PNL 0-1):
ƒ* =min/ (x) s.t.:xeB n = {0, l} n where ƒ : R n -> R is a nonlinear convex function. Many algorithms have been developed to solve (PNL 0-1). A review can be found in [3, 5, 6] . Ho wever, the great majority of methods are considered approximated and work well on special structures of ƒ and a few variables.
It is proved that many exact algorithms to solve (PNL 0-1) are highly expensive and sensible in processing time to an initial chosen point ( 2 ) Systems Engineering and Computer Science, COPPE, Fédéral University of Rio de Janeiro, P.O. Box 68511, Rio de Janeiro, RJ 21945-970, Brazil, e-mail: maculan@cos.ufrj.br [3, 4, 9, 7] . Considering these difficulties, in this paper we have developed an approximated method, fast and efficient, which uses the inexact lineralization and trust région concept. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, practical conditions of optimality are described. In section 3 the method is showed. Numerical experiments are presented in section 4. The conclusion follows in section 5.
We dénote by || . || the euclidean norm and call the set
, by discrete subdifferential of function ƒ at point x. An element s G d r ƒ (x) is called discrete subgradient of the function at the point x. We also dénote the set of feasible solutions of a given problem P by D(P).
OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS
In order to verify necessary and sufficient optimality conditions to the class of nonlinear integer programming problems we present some practical conditions. THEOREM 2.1:
, then x is an optimal solution for (PNL 0-1).
Proof: From theorem hypothesis and discrete subgradient définition we therefore have
In particular, the relation above is valid for x* optimal solution of (PNL 0-1), le.
therefore from 6 définition follows the complete proof. D The theorem 2.1 above establishes an optimality sufficient condition. In some cases, 6 can easily be determined; for example, if ƒ is a polynomial function with integer coefficients, S can be fixed as the unit. When the 6
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Computing is as hard as solving the studied problem, we can use a weaker optimality condition as follows. 
Theoretical results
A local approach of ƒ at point x k G B n is given by the following linear function:
Thus, a linear integer local model for (PNL 0-1) at x k G B n Is given for some 7 > 0:
||s-x*|| <7
By the philosophy of trust région method, the parameter 7 (trust région radius) must be updated, the model ML(x k , 7) tries to produce a better solution than x k , vol. 31, n° 4, 1997 We can observe that \\x - , VI), we can point the following results out: we can write
• Using theorem 3.1 we can find an algorithm of ö(nlogn) [1, 10] complexity to solve the sequency of problems ML (x k , V7), l = 1, 2,..., n.
Algorithm
Now we present a trust région algorithm to solve 0-1 nonlinear programming problems. This method is based on the f act that the cost to solve the local model for a fixed radius is the same for its many values. That is, given an initial point, next point is determined at the best descent solution given by local model for all trust régions (7 = y/ï, y/2,..., y/n). Proceeding continues until some stop is verified, we consider optimality tests shown in section 2, and heuristic stop test that is satisfied when a descent solution cannot be found. 
Approximate algorithm

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The approximate algorithm was implemented in FORTRAN F77L3. We have used a shell sort modification to détermine the sequency order, as pointed out in theorem 3.1, and a subgradient was computed as a discrete one. All numerical experiments were realized in a PC-DX 486 computer with 8 MBytes RAM and 50 MHz.
Test problems
We indicated for F.O. and S.O. the objective function and the optimal solution respectively, and n is even. x z = 1 for some j < n, x 2 ^0 for i G {1,..-, n} -{j}
Numerical results
Problems 1, 2, 3 and 4 were taken from [9] . In table 1 we can observe our numerical results for a sample of 30 problems, for each objective function we considered n G {128, 512, 1024}. For 12 examples the heuristic solutions obtained did not verify the optimality conditions presented in theorems 2.1 and 2.2. For problems 1, 2, 4, and 8 we take 6 -0.2 = |, because the multiplication of these objective fonctions by .5 will give polynomial functions with integer coefficients.
CONCLUSION
We presented a heurist algorithm based on inexact linearization concept and trust région to solve nonlinear 0-1 programming problems. Table 1 shows that our method works welî for the sample of problems presented in the last section. The algorithm converged to an optimal solution in few seconds. But for some problems in our sample the optimality conditions are not verified, as we can observe in table 1. In this last case optimality has to be tested using enumerative methods which can be found in [8, 9, 2] . When Recherche opérationnelle/Opérations Research ƒ is not convex, it is always possible to convert it to (PNL 0-1) form, adding a penalty term, see, for example [9] .
